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We present a powerful kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm that allows one to simulate the growth
of nanocrystalline silicon by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) for film thick-
nesses as large as several hundreds of monolayers. Our method combines a standard n-fold KMC
algorithm with an efficient Markovian random walk scheme accounting for the surface diffusive pro-
cesses of the species involved in PECVD. These processes are extremely fast compared to chemical
reactions, thus in a brute application of the KMC method more than 99% of the computational time
is spent in monitoring them. Our method decouples the treatment of these events from the rest of the
reactions in a systematic way, thereby dramatically increasing the efficiency of the corresponding
KMC algorithm. It is also making use of a very rich kinetic model which includes 5 species (H,
SiH3, SiH2, SiH, and Si2H5) that participate in 29 reactions. We have applied the new method in
simulations of silicon growth under several conditions (in particular, silane fraction in the gas mix-
ture), including those usually realized in actual PECVD technologies. This has allowed us to directly
compare against available experimental data for the growth rate, the mesoscale morphology, and the
chemical composition of the deposited film as a function of dilution ratio. © 2013 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4830425]

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
is a very popular and widely used technique for growing
thin films of silicon (Si) for many practical applications
in electronics,1 optoelectronics,2 and photovoltaics.3, 4 The
method employs silane and hydrogen as the source gas which
is decomposed by collision with energetic electrons (that are
generated in a gas discharge). It is a very complex silane-
hydrogen-based process involving several gas-phase reactions
in a chamber as well as surface reactions at the substrate
with species transporting in the chamber. By exploiting
the presence of reactive radicals, rather high growth rates
(>1 nm/s) can be obtained; this renders the technique of
industrial interest5, 6 allowing for the fast deposition of thin
films even at low or moderately low temperatures. By tuning
the growth parameters, PECVD can be used to grow epitax-
ial, amorphous, and microcrystalline (μc) or nanocrystalline
(nc) films. μc-Si and nc-Si films, in particular, are attracting
wide interest nowadays as promising absorber layers for the
production of solar cells with a good efficiency/cost ratio.4

From a theoretical or modeling point of view, our un-
derstanding of PECVD is still quite limited,6, 7 and this is
due to several reasons: (a) The presence of plasma intro-
duces a non-trivial degree of complexity, mainly in terms
of the many different species created and subsequently im-
pinging the film. (b) Identifying all chemical species involved
and all physico-chemical processes taking place (especially

a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
addresses: vlasis@chemeng.upatras.gr and dim@plasmatech.gr.

the surface-plasma interactions) is a formidable task. (c) Ob-
taining accurate rate constants for the chemical processes in-
volved is also challenging. (d) Even if these processes and
their kinetics were all known, simulating the full process
would require a tremendous effort because of the many differ-
ent time and length scales involved. As a result, one is in the
need first to resort to different methods to tackle specific prob-
lems in a given window of time and length scales, and second
to integrate results from these different methods to develop
hierarchical approaches or multi-level simulation schemes.

In the literature, several models have been proposed in
an effort to simulate and elucidate the molecular mecha-
nisms that govern the growth of plasma deposited silicon.
Continuum models (which are applicable when the char-
acteristic length is significantly greater than the molecular
scale) have been invoked in order to study the evolution of
grain microstructure, surface roughness, and texture during
polycrystalline film growth8, 9 based on a set of partial dif-
ferential equations describing the motion of grain bound-
aries. However, they are typically characterized by limited
predictive capability because they often fail to account for
the effects of important microscopic defects such as vacan-
cies and voids10, 11 that are normally formed during film
growth. In addition, it is not straightforward how to in-
corporate nucleation of new grains, a process that occurs
during nanostructured film growth.12 Discrete models, on
the other hand, have been shown to be capable of captur-
ing such microscopic processes as diffusion, grain boundary
migration,13 vacancy entrapment, and void formation.14, 15 For
instance, Smith et al.15 explored the dynamical mechanisms
of void formation and interactions between voids and grain
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boundaries during film growth in bicrystals. By adopting a
rigid lattice neglecting details of atomic vibrations, a much
less computationally expensive discrete model such as the
kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method16, 17 can be applied.
KMC has thus been employed with great success to study
several problems involving surface reaction kinetics.18–22

Wetterauer21 and co-workers employed a one-dimensional
KMC model to simulate CVD amorphous silicon growth;
predictions for the growth rate and hydrogen content were
found to be in good quantitative agreement with experimen-
tal data. KMC-based methodologies using simplified chem-
ical models have also been proposed capable of achieving
films amounting to 104 monolayers in thickness.23–27 Novicov
et al.28 developed an efficient KMC algorithm, which is ca-
pable of growing films up to some hundreds of monolay-
ers by introducing an environment-dependent crystallization
probability and showed a reasonable prediction for the film
growth rate and degree of crystallinity occurring in nanocrys-
talline films under a low-energy PECVD. In their chemical
model,29–31 however, important dynamical mechanisms such
as surface diffusion and formation of defects were neglected.
On the other hand, Pandey et al.32 conducted more detailed
KMC simulations by incorporating various surface growth
reactions,6, 33–39 including diffusion events of surface radicals.
Their results (e.g., for the concentration of surface silicon hy-
dride) appeared to be in qualitatively good agreement with
available experimental data over a broad range of tempera-
tures (T = 325−650 K); however, the film thicknesses ad-
dressed in their work were limited to those corresponding to
a rather small number of monolayers.

Various KMC models have been proposed to study how
the growth interface roughens during film deposition in a
single crystal23–27, 40–44 or to simulate film growth of poly-
crystalline films. One approach is to use multiple lattices
to account for different grain orientations. However, this
approach is computationally quite expensive, thus capable
of simulating film growth only for short time scales.45–48

For example, Bruschi et al.45 utilized a quasi-continuous
coordinate system in which the simulated film was repre-
sented by a two-dimensional array of square cells with ex-
act atomic positions within each cell. Although this method
allows for different grain orientations, the simulated films
were at most one monolayer thick. Based on a similar ap-
proach, Rubio et al.47 were able to grow comparatively larger
films, but still less than 50 monolayers in thickness. Huang
and Zhou46 proposed an improved method called memory-
efficient algorithm to map multiple lattices onto a single
lattice; still, however, only films less than 100 monolayers
thick could be simulated. Another useful approach to simu-
late the growth of polycrystalline films is to incorporate some
features of the Q-state Potts model originally proposed by
Srolovitz and co-workers.49, 50 However, such an approach
does not quantitatively account for void formation; in addi-
tion, only deposition times spanning less than 100 monolay-
ers can be tracked.20, 51–56 Ruan and Schun57 have recently
proposed an efficient KMC method which includes diffusion
processes and allows for the formation of voids and vacan-
cies during film growth. The method is capable of simulating
nanocrystalline film with kinetic roughening, vacancy entrap-

ment, grain nucleation and grain evolution. Despite that their
method could access a film thickness that can accommodate
many nanoscale grains, it has been applied so far only to a
two-dimensional lattice system in order to reduce the compu-
tational cost.

Clearly, we are in the need of developing more efficient
(i.e., capable of addressing several hundreds of monolayers)
but also more accurate three-dimensional KMC models based
on a comprehensive set of surface reactions without losing
important physical mechanisms such as diffusion. And this
is the main contribution of the present study. We propose
a powerful KMC model that allows one to study the struc-
tural and kinetic properties of film growth under technolog-
ically relevant conditions of pressure P (=4 mbar), power
(= 310 mW/cm2), total flow rate (=1 slm (standard litres per
minute)), and silane mole fraction in gas phase or silane dilu-
tion ratio (DR) (1%–6%) in a medium scale plasma reactor.
Based on a carefully chosen set of reactive species (radicals),
a comprehensive set of surface reactions, and an efficient im-
plementation of the diffusion processes, our KMC algorithm
offers a quantitative treatment of the most important physi-
cal and chemical mechanisms involved during the growth of
sufficiently thick nanoscale Si films within reasonable com-
putational time. Input data for the fluxes of radicals are pro-
vided from a well-tuned plasma fluid model.58, 59 The three-
dimensional KMC method developed in this work is able to
follow rather accurately the growth of Si films for thicknesses
up to several tens of nanometers with moderate computational
resources. This has allowed us to carry out simulations for
various DRs and thus to compare quantitatively with avail-
able experimental data for results such as film growth rate and
hydrogen content under similar conditions.

The present work is part of a more systematic project
aiming at predicting structure and morphology in films grown
by PECVD as a function of the growth parameters. Our main
objective is to develop a hierarchical modeling approach that
will allow us to: (a) tackle the problem of local crystalliza-
tion depending on processing conditions, (b) elucidate the mi-
croscopic mechanisms behind the growth of epitaxial, amor-
phous, and micro- or nanocrystalline films, and (c) suggest
optimal growth parameters that could help realize further im-
provements of the PECVD process. To this, we propose a
three-step approach as follows:

(a) First, a reliable but phenomenological kinetic model is
employed on the basis of a coarse-grained description
for the important species involved in the process to study
film deposition and growth across several length and
time scales; the method to use here is KMC on a lattice
geometry and the target is to get films with realistic
structural (density and voids) and surface (texture and
roughness) properties as a function of the operating
conditions (silane dilution ratio and fluxes). This will
give us the first insight into the overall structure of the
deposited films.

(b) In the second stage of our work, the coarse-grained KMC
model will be mapped onto an atomistic model through
reverse mapping: the important species considered in
stage (a) will be mapped here to silicon and hydrogen
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atoms, and the method to use is atomistic Monte Carlo.
Through the design of an efficient set of Monte Carlo
moves, the help of accurate atomistic models,60, 61 and
the Metropolis criterion for accepting new (i.e., trial)
configurations from an old state, we will be able to fully
optimize the structural properties and nanoscale mor-
phology of the silicon films obtained in stage (a). Our
target here is to simulate in detail the semi-crystalline
nature of the system at the atomic level (i.e., to quan-
tify the presence of crystalline, amorphous and interfa-
cial zones in the deposited films). This is not possible
with the KMC algorithm for two reasons: the first is that
it is realized on a fully occupied lattice geometry; the
second is that it involves coarse-grained units (the chem-
ical species considered in the underlying kinetic model)
which prevents characterizing the film structure around
any site at scales that extend beyond the length scale
of the nearest neighbors. Step (b) is still underway; but
when it is completed it will result in a powerful MC code
that, given an initial film configuration from step (a), will
be able to optimize its structure by driving the system to
the state of the correct thermodynamic equilibrium for
the given set of temperature and pressure conditions.62

(c) The third and final step of our work will be to run the
two codes (the KMC code developed in stage (a) and the
Metropolis Monte Carlo code developed in stage (b)) to-
gether in a hierarchical way in order to be able to moni-
tor and simulate the growth process of thin silicon films
deposited during PECVD at all length scales. Here, the
KMC code will be executed first for a certain period of
time (e.g., a few microseconds) to get an initial condi-
tion for the film and then the atomistic Monte Carlo code
will be turned on to optimize the structure of this film.
The optimized structure from the atomistic MC algo-
rithm will be fed back to the KMC model and this will
be run again for another period of time. And all this will
be continued until time scales are reached comparable to
those realized in the corresponding industrial process.

This paper is concerned with step (a) of the approach and
is organized as follows: We begin in Sec. II with a detailed
presentation of the kinetic events (the chemical model)
accounted for in our algorithm and their rates. The new
KMC algorithm is described in Sec. III. Numerical results
are presented and discussed in Sec. IV, and conclusions are
given in Sec. V.

II. CHEMICAL MODEL

The rate processes accounted for in our KMC algorithm
are reported in Table I. The corresponding chemical model in-
cludes five important chemically reactive gas-phase species:
hydrogen (H), monohydride (SiH), dihydride (SiH2), trihy-
dride (SiH3), and disilyl (Si2H5) radicals. These are the main
(electrically neutral) species that are considered to participate
in film growth under industrially relevant dust-free or low dust
plasma conditions. The gas-phase species with relatively low
reactivity (SiH3, Si2H5, and H radicals) exhibit similar reac-
tion pathways. They can be either directly chemisorbed onto
dangling bond (DB) sites leading to film growth (R1−R3) or

physisorbed on hydrogen passivated (H-pass) sites (R7−R9).
From the physisorbed states, they can undergo a variety of
physico-chemical reaction processes such as surface diffusion
(R10−R12), desorption (R27−R29), formation of stable gas-
phase molecules (R16−R21) via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood
(LH) mechanism, diffusive chemisorption onto a neighbor-
ing DB site involving film growth (R13, R15), hydrogen
passivation of a DB site (R14), and abstraction of surface
hydrogen by physisorbed radicals (R22−R24) leaving be-
hind a dangling bond. We note here that the Eley-Rideal
(ER) mechanism (e.g., a direct abstraction of surface hydro-
gen by a gas-phase radical), as implemented in our KMC
model, involves two separate reaction steps: (i) physisorp-
tion of gas-phase radicals on the surface (R7−R9) and (ii)
subsequent abstraction of the surface atoms (R22−R24). On
the other hand, highly reactive species such as SiH2 and SiH
are taken to be directly chemisorbed onto either DB or H-
pass sites (R4−R6). Bulkilization reactions between dangling
bond sites (R25) and H-pass sites (R26) are also included
in our KMC model. All radicals from the gas phase are as-
sumed to impinge upon the surface vertically (at right angle),
implying that no shadowing effects are accounted for in our
scheme. This rich chemical model allows us to investigate the
role of important microscopic molecular mechanisms under-
lying film growth under practically relevant conditions and
how they affect the nano-structure of the resulting film as a
function of deposition conditions.

We mention here that, in the initial stage of our model
development, the applied chemical scheme bears many
similarities with the surface diffusion model proposed by
Matsuda,63–65 where surface species diffusivity plays a very
important role. As the main target is to simulate μc-Si:H thin
film growth from highly diluted SiH4 in H2 discharges, during
the growth, the substrate should be expected to be exposed
to large fluxes of the highly mobile hydrogen atoms.66 The
high hydrogen flux combined with ion bombardment (not in-
cluded in our model) can alter the mobility and energetics of
surface species such as H, SiH3, and Si2H5. There are also
quite strong experimental indications (Step Coverage method,
Quadruple Threshold Ionization Mass spectrometry, in situ
Fourier-transform Infrared Spectrometer) of the species sur-
face diffusion enhancement in μc-Si:H deposition.67–69 These
are mainly based on the significant increase of SiH3 surface
loss probability without a change in the sticking coefficient
when we compare deposition conditions of μc-Si:H to a-Si:H
thin films. On the other hand, there are findings based on ab
initio calculations29, 30 that predict a limited diffusivity of sili-
con hydrides on fully hydrogenated surfaces. Thus, investiga-
tion of the effect of the diffusivity of all species included in
our model (H, SiH3, and Si2H5) on its predictions referring to
film growth rate and H-content should be the next step.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Reaction rate evaluation

The reaction mechanisms underlying silicon film growth
that are considered in our work include athermal (i.e., no
activation energy barrier or simply barrierless) and thermally
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TABLE I. Surface kinetic events incorporated in the present kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm for simulating the process of plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition of silicon thin films with gas-phase species (H, SiH3, SiH2, SiH, and Si2H5). The subscript “(g)” denotes gas-phase species and the subscripts “(s)”
and “(s′)”, respectively, the chemisorbed and physisorbed surface species. As a Si atom can form four bonds, the surface sites Si4-x-Si-Hx and Si3-x-Si-Hx

(or Si4-x-Si-Hx-1) indicate hydrogen passivated (fully coordinated) and dangling bond sites, respectively. The main chemical species directly involved in the
physicochemical reactions are colored for clarity.

Reaction  
Type 

msinahceMnoitcaeRnoitpircseD
Index 

 Information 

R1 SiH3(g) Chemisorptions on DB SiH3(g) + Si3-xSi-Hx  Si3-x-Si-HxSiH3(s) }2,1,0{=x

R2 H(g)  Chemisorptions on DB H(g) + Si3-xSi-Hx  Si3-x-Si-HxH(s) }2,1,0{=x

R3 Si2H5(g) Chemisorptions on DB Si2H5(g) + Si3-x-Si-Hx   Si3-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s) }2,1,0{=x

R4 SiH2(g) Chemisorptions on DB SiH2(g) + Si3-x-Si-Hx  Si3-x-Si-HxSiH2(s) }2,1,0{=x

R5 SiH2(g) chemisorption on H-
pass

SiH2(g) + Si4-x-Si-Hx  Si4-x-Si-Hx-1SiH3(s) }3,2,1{=x

R6 SiH(g) chemisorption on H-pass SiH(g) + Si4-x-Si-Hx  Si4-x-Si-Hx-1SiH2(s) }3,2,1{=x

R7 SiH3(g) physisorption SiH3(g) + Si4-x-Si-Hx  Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s ) }3,2,1{=x

R8 H(g)  physisorption H(g) + Si4-x-Si-Hx  Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) }3,2,1{=x

R9 Si2H5(g) physisorption iS 2H5(g) + Si4-x-Si-Hx  Si4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s ) }3,2,1{=x

R10 SiH3(s ) diffusion Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s ) + Si4-y-Si-Hy  Si4-x-Si-Hx+ Si4-y-Si-HySiH3(s ) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R11 H(s ) diffusion Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) + Si4-y-Si-Hy  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-y-Si-HyH(s ) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R12 Si2H5(s ) diffusion Si4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s ) + Si4-y-Si-Hy  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-y-Si-HySi2H5(s ) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R13 SiH3(s ) diffusive chemisorption 
on neighboring DB 

Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s ) + Si3-y-Si-Hy  Si4-xSi-Hx  + Si3-y-Si-HySiH3(s) x={1, 2, 3},  y={0, 1, 2}

R14 H(s ) diffusive chemisorption on 
neighboring DB 

Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) + Si3-y-Si-Hy  Si4-xSi-Hx  + Si3-y-Si-HyH(s) x={1, 2, 3}, y={0, 1, 2} 

R15 Si2H5(s ) diffusive 
chemisorption on neighboring 

DB 

Si4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s ) + Si3-y-Si-Hy  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si3-y-Si-HySi2H5(s) x={1, 2, 3}, y={0, 1, 2} 

R16 LH disilane abstraction Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s ) + Si4-y-Si-HySiH3(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-y-Si-Hy + Si2H6(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R17 LH silane formation Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) + Si4-y-Si-HySiH3(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-y-Si-Hy + SiH4(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R18 LH trisilane formation Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s ) + Si4-ySi-HySi2H5(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-ySi-Hy + Si3H8(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R19 LH H2 formation Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) + Si4-y-Si-HyH(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-ySi-Hy + H2(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R20 LH disilane formation Si4-x-Si-HxH(s ) + Si4-y-Si-HySi2H5(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-ySi-Hy + Si2H6(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R21 LH tetra-silane formation Si4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s ) + Si4-y-Si-HySi2H5(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si4-y-Si-Hy + Si4H10(g) x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R22 ER H abstraction by SiH3(s ) Si4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx-1 + SiH4(g) }3,2,1{=x

R23 ER H abstraction by H(s iS) 4-x-Si-HxH(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx-1 + H2(g) }3,2,1{=x

R24 ER H abstraction by Si2H5(s ) Si4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s )    Si4-x-Si-Hx-1 + Si2H6(g) }3,2,1{=x

R25 Bulkilization  DB sites 
y3x3y3x3Si  Si  Si Si −−−− − + − → − − −

| |

yyx

| |

x    H       H                         

Si SiSi

H H

Si x, y={0, 1, 2} 

R26 Bulkilization  H-pass sites ( )y4x4y4x4Si  Si  Si Si −−−− − + − → − −  −  + 2
| |

1-y1-xyx

| |

H       H                           

g

 H  H

iSi SiSi S x, y={1, 2, 3} 

R27 SiH3 iSnoitprosed)s( 4-x-Si-HxSiH3(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + SiH3(g) }3,2,1{=x

iSnoitprosed)s(H82R 4-x-Si-HxH(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + H(g) }3,2,1{=x

R29 Si2H5 iSnoitprosed)s( 4-x-Si-HxSi2H5(s )  Si4-x-Si-Hx + Si2H5(g) }3,2,1{=x

a

aDB and H-pass represent dangling bond and hydrogen passivated sites, respectively. LH (R16−R21) and ER (R22−R24) denote Langmuir-Hinshelwood and Eley-Rideal reaction
mechanisms, respectively.

activated kinetic events. The first group encompasses all re-
actions (R1−R9 in Table I) involving the gas-phase species
(H(g), SiH3(g), SiH2(g), SiH(g), and Si2H5(g)) impinging upon
the film surface (i.e., chemisorption onto DB and hydrogen
H-pass sites, and physisorption to H-pass sites). The sec-

ond group includes all the surface reactions without gas-
phase species (i.e., surface diffusion, Langmuir-Hinshelwood
(LH) reactions, hydrogen abstraction, desorption, and bulk-
ilization). Based on the fundamental kinetic theory of gases,
we have evaluated the reaction rate r of each barrierless event
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TABLE II. Sticking coefficients for athermal reactions and reaction rates
for thermally activated reactions employed in the present chemical model.

Athermal reactions Thermally activated reactions

Reaction Sticking Reaction Reaction Reaction Reaction
type coefficient type rate (s−1) type rate (s−1)

R1 0.6 R10 5.8 × 109 R19 1.14 × 1010

R2 0.8 R11 7.94 × 109 R20 1.82 × 107

R3 0.8 R12 2.27 × 109 R21 1.22 × 107

R4 0.5 R13 7.16 × 101 R22 4.61 × 103

R5 0.6 R14 1.12 × 103 R23 5.82 × 103

R6 0.8 R15 2.27 × 109 R24 4.61 × 103

R7 0.5 R16 2.13 × 107 R25 4.43 × 103

R8 0.4 R17 5.97 × 109 R26 7.12 × 10−2

R9 0.45 R18 1.64 × 107

by the following equation:

r = J scNAσ, (1)

where sc is the local sticking coefficient, NA the Avogadro
number, J the flux of gas-phase radical involved, and σ the
average area per surface site. The flux J can be calculated as

J = μ〈u〉n, (2)

where μ is the mole fraction of the gas-phase species, 〈u〉 the
average velocity, and n the total number density. From the
kinetic theory of gases, the average velocity 〈u〉 is given by

〈u〉 =
√

8kBT

πm
, (3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the gas phase temper-
ature, and m the molecular mass. Combining Eqs. (1)–(3) we
obtain

r = μ

√
8kBT

πm
nscNAσ. (4)

On the other hand, the reaction rate of a thermally acti-
vated kinetic event can be estimated by using the standard
Arrehnius-type equation:

r = v0e
−Ea / kBT , (5)

where v0 is the attempt frequency prefactor (s−1) and Ea the
activation energy barrier. The reaction rates involving the des-
orption of the physisorbed radicals (R27–R29) are not calcu-
lated via Eq. (5); instead, they are considered to be equal to
the corresponding physisorption rates (R7–R9).

The resulting rate values for each reaction event consid-
ered in our KMC simulations33–39, 70–74 are given in Table II.
In this table, for the thermally activated reactions we explic-
itly report the corresponding reaction rates; for the athermal
ones, on the other hand, only the value of the sticking coeffi-
cients is reported (since they typically depend on gas phase
composition).

B. The n-fold kinetic Monte Carlo method

To simulate and monitor the temporal evolution of the
grown Si films, we applied a standard n-fold MC scheme16, 17

on a diamond lattice geometry. In order to generate the total

list of all possible events at each KMC step, we introduced
an efficient propagator that, for each surface site, keeps track
of the coordination number of all surface Si atoms up to the
next-nearest neighbors. A parallel computing procedure was
implemented to efficiently generate the full list of possible
events for each surface site by evenly distributing all reactive
sites into multiple processes; this information is exchanged
between different processes during a KMC execution.

The algorithm proceeds as follows: at each KMC step
a complete list of possible reactions for all surface sites is
constructed, and then a reaction event j is randomly selected
according to the following equation:

∑i=j−1
i=1 ri

R
< ξ1 <

∑i=j

i=1 ri

R
, (6)

where

R =
∑i=M

i=1
ri . (7)

Here ξ 1 is a random number generated from a uniform dis-
tribution, ξ 1 ∈ (0, 1), M denotes the total number of possible
reaction events at present step, and ri is the reaction rate of
the ith event. The corresponding time increment δt through
this KMC step is calculated by

δt = − ln (ξ2)

R
, (8)

where ξ 2 is another random number drawn from a uniform
distribution. In the next KMC step, the total list of possible
events for each surface site is updated based on the new sur-
face topology and the same procedure is carried out. And all
this is continued for as many times as needed until the desired
film thickness is reached.

C. Diffusion modelling

The reaction events incorporated into our KMC model
span a very broad range of time scales, e.g., ∼1−1012 s. Sur-
face diffusion reactions (R10−R12 in Table I), in particular,
are seen to occur too often and be extremely fast compared
to the rest of reactions, implying that the majority of com-
putational time is spent in monitoring the diffusive motion
of physisorbed radicals. To be more specific, in Fig. 1 we
present the probability distribution of reaction events result-
ing from a conventional, brute force execution of the KMC
simulation (for T = 453 K, P = 4 mbar, silane DR = 6%)
up to 0.5 s. It is clear that the vast majority (≈99.996%) of
computational time is taken over by the fast surface diffusion
of adsorbed radicals; in contrast, only a small fraction of the
computational time is spent on reactions (R1−R6, R13 and
R15 in Table I) leading to film growth. Despite this, these dif-
fusive reactions should not be neglected, because the mobility
of physisorbed species plays an important role in determining
the overall film structure. This has led us to devise an efficient
scheme for speeding up the overall computational time while
simultaneously not disregarding diffusive processes. Our
method is to treat the diffusion processes separately from
the remaining reactions: the fast diffusive motion of the ph-
ysisorbed species is approximated as a three dimensional (3D)
Markovian random walk process while all other reactions are
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FIG. 1. Probability distribution of the occurrence of reaction events con-
sidered in the present KMC simulations during a brute force execution of
the corresponding algorithm at T = 453 K and p = 4 mbar, at silane dilu-
tion ratio DR = 6%. The total occurrence number for all reaction events is
1 × 109 here.

treated in the regular way. Typical KMC algorithms for mod-
els with reaction rates that span very broad timescales, in our
case from nanoseconds up to seconds, demand a huge com-
putational cost. To address the problem of the wide separation
of time scales in the KMC reaction events and accelerate
code execution, many other schemes have been reported in
literature. Typical examples include the tau-leap method of
Gillespie,75 methods that include coarse-grained species,76

spatially adaptive coarse grained KMC methods,77, 78 contin-
uum mesoscopic models,79 and multiscale KMC algorithms
for epitaxial film growth.80–84 We have validated our method-
ology for decoupling diffusive processes from the rest of the
kinetic events by confirming that the underlying Markovian
random walk process results: (a) in the same diffusivity for
the diffusive species and (b) in the same film growth rate and
film structural properties as the original brute force KMC al-
gorithm for the same set of physicochemical input data (e.g.,
silicon hydride composition), for some initial but long enough
time.

To be more specific, in our KMC method a single event
among all possible reactions other than diffusion is carried
out, which is then followed by a markovian diffusive random
walk of the physisorbed radicals on the lattice. The number
of random walk steps (denoted as nitype) is different for each
type of radicals (SiH3, H, Si2H5) and, in addition, varies with
silane DR. If l different radical types are adsorbed on the film
at a certain KMC step, the total number (k) of all random walk
steps to be performed at this step is given by the sum

k =
l∑

itype=1

nitype. (9)

In addition, since the diffusive rate is different between
radicals, a variable propagation time step (�titype) is as-
signed to each radical type, and the time after a successful
random walk is then updated according to t =t + �titype.
The total time τ taken for diffusion in a KMC step is thus

calculated as

τ =
l∑

itype=1

�titypenitype. (10)

At each KMC step, a reaction event (excluding diffusion)
is carried out and we get prepared for starting the markovian
random walk by introducing a propagator that keeps track of
physisorbed radicals and their positions on the lattice. We ran-
domly choose a physisorbed radical, make it perform a single
random jump onto a neighboring site, and propagate the time
accordingly. A new site in the next position is randomly se-
lected and time is again propagated until each radical type has
performed a number of nitype jumps on the lattice. The diffu-
sive time step (�titype) of the physisorbed radicals is deter-
mined so as to reproduce the diffusivity evaluated by the cor-
responding brute-force KMC simulation. Like nitype, �titype

is also different for different radicals (SiH3, H, Si2H5) and
changes with silane DR. The details are described as follows:
Initially we conduct a brute-force KMC simulation and evalu-
ate the diffusion coefficient D

itype
s for each radical type based

on the Einstein equation for diffusion in a three-dimensional
space:

Ditype
s = 1

6
lim
t→∞

∂
〈
r (t)2

〉
∂t

, (11)

where the mean squared displacement (msd) 〈r(t)2〉 is
calculated as

〈
r (t)2

〉 =

N∑
i=1

[ri (t + τ ) − ri (τ )]2

N
. (12)

In the above equations, ri(t) is the molecule position for
the ith particle at time t computed without applying periodic
boundary conditions. For a three-dimensional regular lattice
we can approximate the self-diffusivity by

Ditype
s = L2

6�titype

, (13)

where L is the (average) distance between two neighbouring
sites and dt the time needed for the jump to a neighbouring
site. Combining Eqs. (11) and (13) we obtain

�titype = L2

lim
t→∞

∂〈r(t)2〉
∂t

. (14)

We note that �titype and nitype (which are system-specific) con-
stitute the two main parameters governing the diffusive mo-
tion of physisorbed chemical species. It is thus important to
know them as accurate as possible, consistent with the pre-
computed diffusivity value for a given radical species. The
values of nitype are determined by a trial-and-error procedure
so as to reproduce the results for the silicon hydride (SiH,
SiH2, SiH3, Si2H5) content in film and the film growth rate
obtained from the corresponding brute-force KMC simula-
tion. Typical values of the two parameters nitype and �titype

employed for the two system conditions addressed here (DR
= 5% and DR = 6%) are displayed in Table IV. We stress
that the value of nitype plays a critical role in determining the
physical characteristics of the deposited films (such as film
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FIG. 2. Comparison for the mean squared displacement (msd) of physisorbed radicals between a brute-force execution (symbols) of the KMC algorithm and
the proposed modified version treating diffusive events as Markovian processes (lines): (a) SiH3, (b) H, and (c) Si2H5.

morphology and concentration of dangling bond) as it is di-
rectly associated with the mobility of physisorbed radicals
and their residence time (the average time to chemisorb).

Figures 2 and 3 are indicative of the consistency
between a brute-force execution of the KMC algorithm and
the proposed methodology for three system properties: av-
erage mean-square displacement for radicals, silicon hy-
dride composition, and growth rate. Excellent agreement
between the two methods is documented, thereby fully val-
idating the new, very efficient KMC methodology.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The substrate surface considered in this work is Si(001)-
(2 × 1):H composed of approximately 2300 Si atoms. The
dimension of the simulation cell is 8.5 × 9.4 nm2. Standard
periodic boundary conditions are applied in the x-y plane nor-
mal to the film growing direction. We consider different sys-
tem conditions corresponding to three different values of the
silane dilution ratio (DR) in the hydrogen-silane gas mixture
defined as

DR = 	SiH4

	SiH4 + 	H
, (15)

from 1% to 6%. Here 	SiH4 and 	H are the silane and hy-
drogen flow rates, respectively. The silane flux varied from
10 to 60 SCCM (standard cubic centimeters per minutes)
with the total flux of silane and hydrogen being equal to
1000 SCCM. All simulations were conducted at temperature

T = 453 K and pressure P = 4 mbar. These system conditions
are of practical relevance since they correspond to conditions
for which reliable experimental data exist for the film growth
rate, film crystallinity, hydrogen content, and surface rough-
ness through ellipsometric, Raman Spectroscopy and AFM
(Atomic Force Microscopy) measurements. The mole frac-
tions of gas-phase species (see Table III) used in Eq. (4) were
obtained using a well-tuned three-dimensional (3D) fluid sim-
ulator of silane/hydrogen discharges:58, 59 thus our KMC re-
sults can be compared with those from the 3D continuum fluid
model as well as from experiment. Using the efficient KMC
method developed in this work, we have been able to simulate
very thick films consisting of several hundreds of monolayers
at various DRs (=1%, 5%, and 6%).

A direct comparison for the rate of deposition (film
growth) between the present KMC simulations and experi-
ments is reported in Fig. 4, for a power equal to 310 mW/cm2

and a total flow rate equal to 1 slm (standard liter per minute).
Not only good qualitative but also quantitative agreement be-
tween experiment and simulations is observed demonstrating
the validity of our KMC methodology and the accuracy of
the selected chemical model. The systematic numerical de-
viations are considered to be partly due to the exclusion of
gas-phase ionic species and to an underestimation of the stick-
ing coefficients calculated from the 3D fluid model. In Fig. 5
we analyze the hydrogen content in the simulated Si films.
Despite some quantitative deviations, the simulations are ca-
pable of reproducing quite well the general trends observed
in the experiments for the dependence of H-content on DR.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the predictions of the brute-force KMC (symbols)
and of the present methodology (lines) for: (a) the silicon hydride composi-
tion in the film and (b) the deposition rate.

Simulations are seen to predict somewhat higher values of H
content than what is measured experimentally, which should
be attributed to the lower concentration of dangling bonds.
This results in slower rates of film growth, which is consis-
tent with the results shown in Fig. 4. The experimental values
reported here have been calculated from the wagging mode of
Si-H vibrations as recorded in the Raman spectra.85, 86 There
was no further effort to achieve a better agreement between
model and experiment as the main target was the develop-
ment of the code while using the most common experimental
and theoretical data one can find in the literature for stick-

TABLE III. Mole fractions of gas-phase species calculated by a well-tuned
three-dimensional fluid simulator (Refs. 58 and 59) for silane/hydrogen dis-
charges at various silane DRs (=1%–6%).

SiH4 DR

Mole fraction 1% 3% 5% 6%

H (× 10−5) 38.2 18.3 9.60 7.72
SiH3 (× 10−5) 3.33 8.66 14.3 16.5
SiH (× 10−9) 1.80 5.84 8.88 7.91
SiH2 (× 10−8) 8.42 24.4 44.3 41.7
Si2H5 (× 10−5) 1.81 4.34 8.17 9.82

FIG. 4. Comparison between the average deposition rates obtained by the
present KMC algorithm (filled squares) and from direct experimental mea-
surements (open circles), at various silane DRs ranging from 1% to 6%.

ing coefficients, activation energies, and rate constants, and
no parameter was fitted in order to reproduce the experimen-
tal data. A parametric analysis of these input data is expected
to improve the agreement between model and experimental
findings especially for the film H-content.

We turn now to a detailed analysis of the individual
chemical mechanisms and how they are associated with film
growth, DB generation, and hydrogen elimination. We also
analyze how their contributions are affected by the incom-
ing silane flux from the gas phase. In Fig. 6, we report our
KMC simulation results for the probability distribution of the
reaction mechanisms that contribute to film growth at differ-
ent DRs. The first five (R1, R3–R6) and the last two (R13
and R15) events constitute the chemisorption mechanisms of
silicon hydride radicals via direct impingement from the gas
phase upon the surface DB sites and via diffusion of ph-
ysisorbed radicals onto the DB sites, respectively. From the
figure it is seen that, for all DRs, the majority (∼90%) of

FIG. 5. Same as with Fig. 4 but for the hydrogen content.
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FIG. 6. Probability distribution of reaction events associated with film
growth, for different silane DRs (1%, 5%, and 6%).

Si atoms are incorporated into the film via diffusion of ph-
ysisorbed species onto DB sites, which underlines the im-
portant role of surface diffusion on film growth. This result
basically corroborates the surface-diffusion model proposed
by Matsuda63–65 to explain the low temperature crystallization
behavior of thin silicon films under highly diluted SiH4 con-
ditions (i.e., silane DR < 10%) in hydrogen discharges. We
also observe that the contribution of diffusive chemisorption
processes to film growth increases with increasing silane DR;
for example, our simulations show that it increases from 84%
to 95% as the DR increases from 1% to 6%, which can be at-
tributed to the fact that by increasing the silane DR, the forma-
tion of DB is enhanced. Over the past few years, several KMC
models have appeared which neglect the diffusion of surface
radicals. Our study indicates beyond any question that sur-
face diffusion should not be neglected in PECVD simulations,
because it determines the chemisorption sites of physisorbed
silicon hydride radicals and thus the overall structure and
quality of the film (such as surface roughness, void frac-
tions, percentage of DB, etc.). Other important contributors
to film growth from Fig. 6 are reactions R5 and R6, i.e., the
direct chemisorption mechanisms of gas-phase radicals onto
hydrogen-passivated sites that do not contain dangling bonds.
Their total contribution is about 3% at the highest DR studied
here (6%) but increases to 13% as the DR is lowered down
to 1%: That the role of these reactions is diminished as the
silane DR is increased reflects the relative increase of the DB
concentration, which is linked with the main chemisorption
mechanisms (R1, R3, R4). As we will see below, the enhanced
contribution of these highly sticking and low mobile surface
radicals (SiH and SiH2) to film growth under small silane
DRs is intimately connected with the columnar structures (see
Fig. 11), the high porosity (see Fig. 12), and the surface
roughness of the deposited films observed in the simulations,
conclusions that have also been reported in the past under sim-
ilar conditions.87, 88

As dangling bonds play an important role in film growth
and material properties, in Fig. 7 we report our KMC pre-
dictions for the probability distribution of reaction events that

FIG. 7. Same as with Fig. 6 but for the creation of dangling bonds (DBs).

lead to DB creation at various silane DRs. Reaction R6 rep-
resents a DB formation via direct chemisorption of a highly
reactive SiH radical onto a H-passivated silicon site, while
R22, R23, and R24 are ER mechanisms leaving behind a DB
in which a physisorbed radical [SiH3(s), H(s), or Si2H5(s)]
on a silicon site abstracts a hydrogen atom to form a stable
gas-phase molecule [SiH4(g), H2(g), or Si2H6(g)]. Accord-
ing to our simulations, the overall contribution of R6 to DB
creation is negligible compared to that of ER reactions. Fur-
thermore, R23 (the DB formation mechanism accompanying
evaporation of H2(g)) appears to be the dominant one under
all conditions (e.g., it contributes by more than 97% to DB
formation at DR = 1%). Upon increasing the silane DR, the
contribution of reactions R22 and R24 increases by more
than 20 times, which is linked with the increase in the rel-
ative population of the corresponding physisorbed radicals
accompanying the higher flux of silicon hydride radicals at
larger DRs (see Table III). This is readily understood from
the results of Fig. 8; it is indicative of the high degree
of correlation between the probability distribution between

FIG. 8. One-to-one correspondence of the computed distributions for reac-
tion events referring to physisorption and DB formation.
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FIG. 9. Probability distribution of reaction events leading to elimination of
dangling bonds, and dependence on silane DR (1%, 5%, and 6%).

physisorption events and the corresponding ER mechanism
for each radical. Furthermore, the relative percentage of ph-
ysisorption mechanisms (R7, R9) for silicon radicals in-
creases appreciably with DR whereas that of hydrogen radi-
cals decreases rapidly. We also notice that in the case of small
DR values (1%), only a small fraction (∼3.7%) of the to-
tal physisorbed radicals leads to DB formation via reactions
R22−R24; the majority of these radicals is either incorpo-
rated into the film via diffusive chemisorptions (R13−R15)
or return back to the gas phase (R16−R21, R27−R29). In
contrast, for high DRs, a significant increase in the fraction
of the total physisorbed radicals that leads to DB formation
is observed (e.g., it increases to 12.1% and then to 15.9% for
DRs equal to 5% and 6%, respectively).

In understanding the intimate relationship between film
growth and reaction events leading to DB creation, it is useful
to further analyze the distribution of reaction mechanisms as-
sociated with DB elimination. Figure 9 illustrates that, for all
conditions studied, the majority (∼93%) of DBs are removed
by the hydrogen passivation reactions (R2, R14), which in
turn indicates that in most cases a relatively small fraction of
DBs contribute to film growth. In principle, a different mech-
anism that eliminates DBs is the bulkilization reaction (R25)
between two neighboring DB sites, but our results show that
its contribution is quite weak compared to the rest of events.

Let us look next into the mechanisms that affect the over-
all hydrogen content inside the grown film. As seen from
Fig. 10, the major contribution comes from R22, R23, and
R24. An additional but overall minor contribution comes from
R26 (it amounts to ∼3% at DR = 6%), i.e., the bulkiliza-
tion of two adjacent H-passivated sites evaporating hydrogen
molecules. [Here we note that the contribution of physisorbed
H atoms to the hydrogen content comes out from our sim-
ulations to be less than 0.1% under all system conditions;
thus, for simplicity they were excluded from the analysis.]
We have seen earlier in Fig. 5 that the hydrogen content in
the film increases with increasing silane DR, which is con-
sistent with experimental observations. This results mainly

FIG. 10. Same as with Fig. 9 but for hydrogen removal.

from the significant reduction in the flux of hydrogen atoms
towards the surface (see Table III) as the DR is increased,
which in turn leads to a decrease in the relative fraction of
physisorbed H atoms on the surface (via R8) and thus to an
appreciable reduction in the contribution of the most impor-
tant reaction event (R23) to hydrogen content, as shown in
Fig. 10. The fact, therefore, that our simulations overestimate
the hydrogen content in the grown film (compared to the ex-
perimentally measured value) makes us believe that the value
of the reaction rate for R26 used in our KMC simulations (see
Table II) should have been larger.

Overall, our KMC calculations suggest that under condi-
tions of relatively high pressure (4 mbar): (a) the main mech-
anism leading to film growth is the diffusive chemisorption
of physisorbed SiH3 radicals onto the DB sites (R13) and
(b) the dominant mechanism for DB formation is the hydro-
gen abstraction by physisorbed H atom (R23). Increasing the
silane mole fraction in the gas mixture reduces significantly
the role of hydrogen physisorption mechanism (R8) and of
the H-abstraction (R23) mechanism by physisorbed H atoms.
Increasing therefore the DR results both in a higher deposition
rate and a higher hydrogen content in the film, causing even-
tually amorphization of the deposited material; in the present
work this is observed to happen for values of the DR larger
than approximately 5%.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) depict the film morphology ob-
tained at DR = 5% and DR = 6% after the process has
run for several seconds; the corresponding average thick-
ness is 50 nm and 80 nm, respectively. It is quite remark-
able to see a natural texture and several islands to emerge
even under a uniform flux of gas-phase species. The deep-
est valley point on the surface denotes the film thickness
below which all unoccupied space in the lattice is consid-
ered as voids. This thickness amounts to ∼44 nm and ∼70
nm in the two simulations (corresponding to DR = 5% and
DR = 6%, respectively). The void concentration in the two
films during deposition is presented in Fig. 12. At the early
stages (e.g., ≤10 nm in Fig. 12) both systems exhibit the
same behavior. This corresponds to the so-called incubation
layer (or zone) in which any differences in the silane flux
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FIG. 11. Typical morphology (3D) of the free surface of one of the simulated
films from the present KMC simulations at (a) DR = 5% and (b) DR = 6%.
The minimum value of the height along the film surface is 44 nm and 70 nm
for DR = 5% and DR = 6%, respectively. The colors of the inlet diagrams
represent the length scale of the local film thickness.

(thus also in the mobility of the physisorbed species) gen-
erally do not affect void concentration.89, 90 For thick films
(∼10 nm), on the other hand, the void concentration between
the two systems starts to deviate from each other. The system
at DR = 5% exhibits a sharp decay of the void concentration
followed by a plateau (at a film thickness approximately
equal to 20 nm) at around 2.5% of void fraction, whereas the
DR = 6% system shows a gradual decay of its void fraction
toward a plateau value of approximately 7.9% (at a film thick-
ness equal to 60 nm). In general, a sudden increase in void
concentration is typically observed in the transition regime
from μc-SiH to a-Si:H growth, with the material deposited in-
between characterized by inferior properties due to the pres-
ence of a larger number of voids and a larger overall hydrogen
content.90

FIG. 12. Evolution of the concentration of voids in the deposited films with
respect to the transient film thickness in the course of the KMC simulations
at silane DR of 5% (open squares-�) and 6% (triangle-�).

Overall, increasing the silane DR is considered to en-
hance film amorphization, which should be the case in our
simulations with the DR = 6% system. This phenomenon can
be understood in terms of the radicals’ residence time in the
films: as the silane DR increases, the number of DB sites in-
creases while the residence time of physisorbed surface rad-
icals decreases due to their enhanced participation in film
growth processes via diffusive chemisorption (R13−R15).
The variation of the residence time of physisorbed radicals
with silane DR is featured in the present KMC simulations in
the number of random walk steps (nitype). As seen in Table IV,
nitype (and thus the residence time) increases with decreasing
DR, implying that physisorbed radicals are given enough time
to travel (diffuse) and penetrate deeper inside the film. For the
DR = 6% system (for which nitype is significantly smaller),
physisorbed radicals are prone to chemisorpion on DB sites
near the film surface, thus voids deeper in the film can ex-
ist for longer times during the growth process. To verify this
we have calculated the probability distribution of the pene-
tration depth (the vertical distance traveled before chemisorp-
tion) for SiH3, H, and Si2H5 species at different DRs, and the
results are presented in Fig. 13. Clearly, the probability for a
diffusive chemisorption event to occur decreases for all radi-
cals that have penetrated deeper in the film. More importantly,
for each radical the probability for a diffusive chemisorption
event at larger penetration depths is larger in the DR = 5%
than in the DR = 6% system. For large penetration depths
(e.g., deeper than 10 nm), in particular, the probability for a

TABLE IV. Random walk steps (nitype) and random walk timestep (�titype)
for the various physisorbed radicals employed in the present KMC simula-
tions for two different values of silane DR (5% and 6%).

nitype �titype (ns)

Silane DR (%) H SiH3 Si2H5 H SiH3 Si2H5

5 125 190 65 2.48 1.92 0.66
6 50 100 50 3.21 1.94 0.80
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FIG. 13. Probability distribution of the penetration depth for physisorbed radicals: (a) SiH3, (b) H, and (c) Si2H5, at DR = 5% and DR = 6%.

diffusive chemisorption reaction at DR = 5% is one order of
magnitude larger than that at DR = 6%, which supports the
above reasoning.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have been able to model PECVD silicon film growth
for long enough times (reaching film thicknesses as large as
90 nm in some cases) by a very efficient KMC method im-
plemented along with a rich and very detailed set of chem-
ical reactions, whose rates span a very broad range of time
scales (from nanoseconds up to seconds). A key feature of
our method is that it decouples the treatment of the exceed-
ingly fast diffusive motion of all physisorbed species from
that of the regular reaction events into which the considered
species participate, by approximating the diffusion process
via a markovian random walk. This results in a remarkable in-
crease of computational efficiency allowing one to study sam-
ple depositions up to several hundreds of monolayers.

The new method has been extensively validated by thor-
oughly comparing predictions for the film growth rate, the hy-
drogen bonding, the silicon hydride composition in the film,
and the diffusivity of all radical species against the corre-
sponding results from a brute-force execution of the KMC
algorithm; excellent agreement was documented in all cases.
KMC simulation predictions with the new algorithm for the
dependence of film growth rate and hydrogen content on
silane fraction have been found to be in excellent qualitative
and very satisfactory quantitative agreement with experimen-

tal observations. This corroborates the accuracy of the chem-
ical model implemented, the appropriateness of the set of the
important chemical species selected, and the correctness of
their flux values from the gas phase towards the surface (all
borrowed from an independent gas-phase simulator).

We have carried out a detailed analysis on the reac-
tion mechanisms associated with film growth, DB formation,
and hydrogen elimination, and discussed their dependence on
silane fraction in the gas-phase mixture. In all cases, the most
important growth mechanism turned out to be the surface dif-
fusion of SiH3 radicals and their subsequent chemisorption
onto surface DB sties. Hydrogen abstraction by physisorbed
H atoms (reaction R23) has been identified as the most signif-
icant contributor to DB creation. Upon increasing the silane
fraction in the gas mixture, the population of the absorbed
silicon radicals leading to hydrogen abstraction was found
to increase whereas that leading to hydrogen passivation of
DB sites to diminish. The net result, however, is an increase
of the DB population and subsequently of the film growth
rate.

We have also looked into the effect of silane fraction on
the morphology (nano-scale roughness) of the deposited Si
films. It was quite remarkable to see that our KMC algorithm
leads to films with a natural surface texture, very similar to
that observed in experimental measurements. For example,
and despite the uniform flux of radicals towards the surface
assumed in the simulations, the resulting films are charac-
terized by an inhomogeneous surface roughness and voids
(this is mainly the result of the diffusion process of surface
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radicals) resulting in a texture whose structural details
resemble very much those observed in the corresponding ex-
perimental systems.

At the initial stage of film deposition, the KMC model
implemented in this work is found to predict the formation of
an incubation layer quite rich in voids. Beyond this layer, film
growth is observed to be very sensitive to the system condi-
tion (e.g., silane DR), corresponding to the transition regime
between μc-SiH and a-Si:H film growth. In our simulations,
the incubation layer is observed to evolve to a dense material
with a relatively small fraction of voids for the systems char-
acterized by a dilution ratio equal to 5% (more crystalline),
whereas the material grows with a large fraction of voids and
high hydrogen content when the silane dilution ratio is in-
creased to 6% (more amorphous), due to the decrease of the
ad-species mobility. Future work will be directed toward the
development of a multiscale simulation tool combining the
present KMC method with an atomistic simulator, which will
enable us to gain a deeper, direct atomistic-level insight into
the important physico-chemical mechanisms governing film
growth and film morphology (structure and crystallinity), as
well as to get a better understanding of the relationship be-
tween conditions under which film deposition takes place and
final material properties.
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